For reversible deterministic N-particle thermostatted systems, we examine the question of why it is so difBcult to find initial microstates that will, at long times under the influence of an external dissipative field and a thermostat, lead to second law violating nonequilibrium steady states. Vfe To save space we discuss these matters with reference to thermostatted planar Couette flow. Analogous arguments and conclusions can be given for other transport processes. Thermostatted electrical conduction is comparatively simple.
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&e assume that at t =0, the initial phase I =(x;, y;, z;,p";,p;,p"; i =1, . . . , N) of an N-particle system occurs with a probability given by the microcanonical distribution, which is a function of the equilibrium Hamiltonian of the system Ho=+N @; /2m +4, where 4(x;, y;, z, ; i =1, . . . , N) is the potential energy. At t =0 a dissipative external field, F, is applied to the system. This field does work on the system [1] dH& ddt = -J(1 )F"where -J(I ), a phase function, is called the dissipative flux. However, the system is thermostatted (see below), enabling it to relax to a nonequilibrium steady state in a characteristic time which can be chosen to be, say, two Maxwell times [1] =
where we used that [1] 6N 3N(a)". = -gA"; .
We emphasize that (2) However, from nonlinear response theory [1] we have the exact result for the initial transient response of, say, the ensemble averaged dissipative flux to a step function external field F,(t) =F,e(t}that [1] lim(J(t)) = PF, t(J (0)) -&0, t~o (4) q; = p; /m + iyy, , p; = F; -iyp"; -ap; . where I", is the y component of the intermolecular force exerted on particle i by j and x, j =x, -x;. Therefore (3) gives the generalized entropy production per unit time [1] .We note that the equations of motion (5) and (6) are time reversible [1] .
We have proved [1] that for every i segment with r-
there exists a conjugate segment which we will call the i' ' segment for which (P"), . (x), = -(P"), (, ) . The K mapping of a phase I is defined by M I'=M (x,y, z, p",p"y"y)=(x, -y, z, -p",p, -p"y) =I'x) [1] . It is straightforward to show that the Liouville operator for the system (5) and (6) iL (I, y):-g[q; 8/Bq, +p; 8/Bp;] has the property that under a E map, M iL(I', y)=iL(I' ', y)= iL(I-', y), from which it follows that [1] P"( t, I, y -) =exp[ iL (I', y )t-]P"y(I')
We will now describe how to construct, from an arbitrary phase space trajectory segment i, its conjugate segment i' '. From this construction we will be able to deduce the time dependent ratio I4, (~)(w)/I4;(r) and understand why as v increases, it becomes progressively more diScult to observe antisegments rather than segments.
If we select an initial t =0 phase 1~,~and we advance time from 0 to~using the equations of motion (5) and (6) phase from which a segment I (4 6) can be generated with I (6) =exp[iL (I (4), y)2r]I (4) . We now show that segments I (l 3) and I [6 4~a re conjugate. Using the symmetry of the equations of motion it is trivial to show that P"~(I'(2)) = -P"~(I'(5)} and, from Eq. (7}, that P", (t;I'",,0&t &2r}= -P", (2r -t;I'",,0&t &2~ Because the segment I (46) is related to I (13) by a K map, which is applied at t = v, and the Jacobian of the K mapping is unity, V2 = Vs, V3 = V4, and V, (0) = V6.
However, since V, (0}and V4 are volumes at t =0 and since the distribution of initial phases is microcanonical, we can compute the ratio of probabilities of observing t =0 phases within V, (0) and V4. This ratio is just the This is the same result as that deduced from (2) , except that the segment length is 2~rather than z and the ratio of probabilities is valid for arbitrary~rather than just in the asymptotic r~ao limit as is the case in [2] .
Thus if (a), (( 3) Cartesian dimensions. The disks were characterized by simple short ranged pair potential P(r), which is, in reduced units [1, 2, 6] 4[r ' -r ]+1 for r &2'/ k(r) = ' 0 for p ) 21/6 (9) In reduced units the particle mass is unity. Shearing periodic boundary conditions were used to minimize boundary efFects [1] .
In Fig. 1 we show P,~(t) for a single trajectory segment of length~=2.0 and its mappings. The initial phase was selected from an equilibrium distribution and a strain rate of unity was applied to the system at t =0. If one looks at the results in Fig. 1 
